Powerful Business Communications

In today's fast-paced business world, executives need to communicate in near real time. When you lead a distributed enterprise with hundreds or thousands of locations, that can be a challenge. Combine that with society's desire to “watch their way to knowledge” and you need a robust business television solution that will enable your organization to deliver a video message, live or recorded, within minutes of an event, a decision, or a change. With the HS140, Hughes is providing an entry-level business channel service and solution that will give you the power and flexibility to communicate quickly and effectively to your distributed organization.

Highlights:

- Direct HDMI or RF output for easy connection to one or more displays around a location.
- Dongle included to provide additional output options.
- Centrally managed using Hughes Management Console with the ability to change channels and do remote monitoring and updating.
- Support for multiple channels, giving flexibility and organization to your messaging communications.
- High-performance CPU for fast video processing and sharp video output to large screen displays.
- Support for both audio and video solutions using multicast and unicast options.

Foundation for Interactive Distance Learning

Hughes has been a leader in the interactive distance learning market for 25 years, providing employee training and development solutions to thousands of retail stores, automotive dealerships, and government agency offices. The HS140 is part of our next-generation distance learning solution where viewers can watch the broadcast and use whatever browser-enabled device they choose to interact with the presenter and participate in the sessions. Working with the Hughes Management Console and Hughes Learning Portal technologies, organizations can create robust business television networks with the option to be interactive learning networks when needed. These solutions can be implemented as business needs grow. Hughes provides a solution path that can be easily and affordably deployed when and where it is needed.
Communicate and Grow Your Business

There is a strong link between employee engagement and business performance. Engagement is the emotional commitment that an employee feels toward the enterprise. Engaged employees are more productive, deliver better customer service, and generally go the “extra mile” to help grow the business. Employee engagement is developed through direct, regular, and open communication with senior leadership.

Solutions based on the Hughes HS140 Business TV Player open the door to improved communications and allow your organization to deliver live and time-shifted video communications to the distributed edges of your network. The Hughes HS140 provides a low-cost, entry-level solution, which also can support live interactive broadcasts with services and solutions from Hughes. Talk to your distributed organization, get them engaged and see the positive business results that follow.

Specifications

- **Size & Weight**
  - Height: 1.4 inches
  - Width: 4.0 inches
  - Depth: 4.5 inches
  - Weight: 1.0 pounds

- **Inputs**
  - Ethernet 10/100
  - RF pass through loop

- **Outputs**
  - HDMI
  - USB2.0
  - RF-modulated Dongle for composite video, component (YPrPb), RGB, S-Video, and analog audio.

- **Power**
  - External power supply operating at 5V 1.5a 8W

- **Codecs**
  - MPEG2
  - MPEG4 h.264

- **Video Support**
  - Decodes up to 720p and 1080i
  - Displays up to 1080p

- **Graphics Resolutions**
  - Graphics up to 1280x720

- **Audio**
  - Stereo Audio and Dolby 5.1 surround via HDMI

- **Operating Temps**
  - 32° F to 104° F (0° to 40° C)

- **Humidity**
  - 5% to 95% noncondensing

HughesON™ is a suite of innovative, Cloud-friendly network and digital media solutions designed for the unique needs of distributed enterprises in industries such as retail, hospitality, and retail petroleum.

For additional information, please call 1-888-440-7126 or visit business.hughes.com/enterprise.